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environment of the French revolutionary tradition, latterly by
observation of the results of the new industrialism. From the
rich profusion—and confusion—of ideas which they pro-
pounded many later Socialistic movements were to take their
choice. The same trend and sequence of ideas can be found
working themselves out in the later developments of Socialism
in the Third Republic. But this will be dealt with later (in
Chapter V).
The relevance of the whole revolutionary tradition, with all
its nuances, to the operation of democratic ideas in the Third
Republic takes dramatic form in the episode of the Paris Com-
mune. The Commune of 1871 caught up, fused and projected
forward into the new Republic every main strand in the revolu-
tionary tradition as it has been analysed above. Confused and
short-lived though it was, the experience of the Commune pro-
vided the lurid and violent background against which the in-
stitutions of the Republic were devised and consolidated.
Seized upon by Marx and exalted, in his pamphlet, into the
model pattern and classical triumph of insurrectionary prole-
tariat over centralized nation-State, it provided the nascent
Communist Party with a powerful new mystique. The French
revolutionary tradition, in its most violent form, was thus
adopted and borrowed by the most extreme Socialist movement
of the Republic. This transference had considerable signifi-
cance in later years: even though it rested on a confusion of
capitulards with capitalistes, communards with communistes.1
Historically, the Commune represented neither the theory
nor the work of Marxism. Nor, of course, was it distinctively
proletarian. It was the product of an immensely complex
interaction of national and civic humiliation, economic dis-
tress and ideological aspirations. It began on 18 March 1871—
1 On the Paris Commune a vast amount has been written, but see
especially the first-hand account by Lissagaray: Histoire de la Com-
mme de 1871 (1896); Frank Jellinek: The Paris Commune of 1871 (1937)
—with an excellent bibliography; D. W. Brogan: The Development of
Modem France (1940), pp. 54-74; the novel by Paul et Victor Mar-
gueritte: La Commune (1903). There is a somewhat tendentious account
by the Corsican journalist, Pierre Dominique: La Commune (1930).

